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Executive Summary
What’s the single most important change telcos can make to increase their profits and customer satisfaction?  

Implement an omnichannel experience.  

Modern customers want the flexibility to shop using any combination of physical and digital channels. Despite this, 
many telcos can only offer a few limited journeys and emphasize traditional interactions instead. Unfortunately, this 
only drives customers to competitors who can offer a more convenient experience. 

By investing in an omnichannel-enabled platform, telcos can give customers a true Transact Anywhere experience. This 
approach puts customers at the centre of their interaction, giving them incredible flexibility so they’re free to move 
between different touchpoints as they process their transactions.  

Maplewave has identified 9 main types of omnichannel journeys. When we consider the different start points, 
fulfillment methods and collection points, this results in 184 possible journey variations. 

In this guide, we will examine:  

• How a single-front-end platform gives customers a flexible ‘Transact Anywhere’ experience.  

• How Maplewave’s omnichannel maturity model brings 184 customer journeys within reach. 

• The unique benefits of Maplewave’s platform approach. 
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Omnichannel: The Future of Telco Consumer Sales 

Evolving Customer Expectations 
Today’s telco customers aren’t like any that have come 
before them. They’ve lived in a connected, instantaneous 
world for most of their lives. So, it’s no surprise they want 
to be able to interact digitally with their telco too, while 
enjoying the same amount of flexibility as they’ve come to 
expect from their other shopping experiences.  

Until recently, a traditional shopping experience was the 
only option for most telco customers. If they wanted to 
buy a new device, they would have to wait to be served at a 
physical store, often enduring an inflexible and drawn-out 
provisioning process.  

This solely physical experience doesn’t resonate with tech-
savvy consumers. Today’s customers want the flexibility 
to interact anytime, anyplace, using any combination of 
digital and physical channels.  

Customers want to buy a device online and have it shipped 
to their home – or a parcel pickup point. They want the 
power to change their services themselves, without having 
to go in-store to do so. And they want the flexibility to start 
a transaction in one channel and finish it in another.    

An omnichannel approach 
delights customers while 
boosting profitability  
and retention.  
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Implementing An Omnichannel Experience
To stay relevant, telcos must implement an omnichannel experience that gives customers the 
flexibility to interact anytime, anyplace, using any combination of digital and physical channels. 

To bring this experience to life, telcos must diversify their path-to-purchase by investing in a 
single-front-end platform, as well as new physical and digital channels that make sense for their 
market. 

The modern telco environment may leverage up to 20 different channels. Channels can be 
categorized as physical, digital, or “phygital” (those that blur the boundaries between the 
physical and the digital). 

A platform approach is vital to making omnichannel work. To enable seamless handoffs across 
channels, all touchpoints must be supported by a unified architecture; any swivel steps or 
communication gaps will prevent an omnichannel experience.

Omnichannel: The Future of Telco Consumer Sales

Super Flagship
Flagship
High End Large
High End Medium
Neighbourhood Large
Neighbourhood Medium
Neighbourhood Small
Store in Store 
Mall Kiosk 
Mobile
Pop Up
Pop Up No Humans
Self Service Kiosk

Door to Door
Field Sales
Call Centre
Online / Web / E Commerce
App Store
Social Media
Telco Own Self Care App

PHYSICAL CHANNELS
DIGITAL CHANNELS
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Maplewave’s Transact Anywhere Approach 
Maplewave calls our approach to omnichannel, 
Transact Anywhere. We give customers the 
flexibility to interact anytime, anyplace, using any 
combination of digital and physical channels.  

Our single-front-end platform connects every 
channel and touchpoint, making an omnichannel 
experience possible. Using a modern architecture 
that leverages microservices, open APIs, and 
containerization, our platform can be deployed 
quickly and seamlessly integrates with a variety 
of systems. This enables a near-infinite number of 
scenarios and use cases. 

Our platform connects all touchpoints within the 
telco retail universe, including the supply chain, 
traditional retail, third-party/indirect, and self-
service/digital. 

 Our platform integrates with other key telco 
systems for a single interface that eliminates swivel 
steps, making Transact Anywhere possible.

Omnichannel: The Future of Telco Consumer Sales
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Transact Anywhere In Action 
Transact Anywhere puts customers at the centre of their interaction. This gives them incredible flexibility so 
they’re free to move between different touchpoints as they process their transactions.  

The following examples show how omnichannel puts customers in control, so they can curate an experience that 
works for them. 

Omnichannel: The Future of Telco Consumer Sales

Journey #1 

While he’s at work, Rashid receives a notification from his carrier about a new device. 

Intrigued, he opens his self-care app and books an appointment at a store closest to his 
workplace.  

Rashid visits the store after work. His sales advisor, Kelly, gives him a demo. Rashid loves 
the device and is ready to buy, but unfortunately, the red colour version he prefers is 
currently out of stock at that location.  

Kelly uses her tablet to check inventory levels at other stores and sees that the mall location 15 minutes away has the 
red device in stock. She offers to reserve it for Rashid so he can pick it up, or she can also have one shipped directly 
from the warehouse to his home.  

Rashid decides to pick up the device. Kelly reserves it, along with a clear case, ensuring his phone and accessories will 
be ready when he arrives at the other store.  

Summary: This was a great experience for Rashid. He was able to book an appointment at a location and time that 
worked best for him, which eliminated any waiting time. He was given flexible options for receiving his device, one 
of which allowed him to get his items the same day. When Kelly reserved his items, she ensured the second store 
prepared the order for Rashid, so he didn’t need to wait or repeat himself. Overall, this was a convenient experience 
that allowed Rashid to get the device he wanted with minimal effort or waiting.  

Journey #2 

Louise is at home when her phone rings. Marco is calling her on behalf of her carrier with 
a special offer.  

Marco can see Louise’s purchase history and notes that she hasn’t upgraded her device in 
four years. 

After a short conversation, Marco recommends a device that will suit Louise’s needs and 
budget.  

Marco offers to reserve the device in-store for Louise to pick up, or he could have it shipped directly to her. Louise 
asks to have the device shipped to her home.  

Marco submits the order. Behind the scenes, the supply chain evaluates the best way to ship the device. It determines 
that the fastest and most cost-effective way would be to ship the device from a store near Louise’s house instead of 
sending it from the regional warehouse. 

The carrier has equipped stores as mini distribution hubs, ensuring they have all the packing materials, printers, 
postage, and systems that are required to replicate the warehouse shipping experience. When Marco submits the 
order, the store receives the details, picks the items, and makes delivery arrangements with the courier.  

The next day, Louise receives her device and calls the carrier’s support line to get help setting it up. 

Summary: Louise may not have been expecting to purchase a device, but the positivity of this interaction will leave 
a lasting impression. By being able to see Louise’s purchase history, Marco was able to give her a personal experience, 
ensuring she got a device that met her needs. Louise had flexible options for receiving her device, and the carrier’s 
supply chain ensured it was delivered in the most efficient way possible. The carrier’s remote support service ensured 
Louise could set up her device from home, without needing to go in-store. Overall, this was a hassle-free experience 
that encouraged Louise to upgrade with minimal effort. 
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Benefits of Omnichannel 
Telcos have a lot to gain by implementing an omnichannel experience. According to the Aberdeen Group, companies 
with strong omnichannel engagement: 

• Increase their annual revenue by 9.5%, year over year. 

• Retain 89% of their customers. 

By providing omnichannel journeys that work for every customer’s unique needs and preferences, they will spend 
more money, shop more frequently, and remain loyal to your business.

Omnichannel: The Future of Telco Consumer Sales

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/internet-retailer/
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Omnichannel is a fully integrated transactional approach that gives customers a consistent experience in 
every channel, whether that’s in-store, online, through an app, kiosks, and everything in between. 

Maplewave has created an omnichannel maturity model to describe the different retail scenarios that are 
prevalent or emerging in telco environments, and what is required to bring them to life.  

Maplewave can accommodate a wide range of omnichannel journeys and customize them to your 
requirements. We have presented a full list of omnichannel journeys to highlight the flexibility and 
capability of our platform.  

NOTE:  We have identified many omnichannel use cases in this document. These journeys depend on 
many external factors, including integrations, partnerships, and regulations. The feasibility of each use 
case can only be determined after a full solution design.  

Maplewave gives telcos  
an incremental plan 
to achieve complete 
omnichannel maturity.  

Maplewave’s Omnichannel Maturity Model 

Omnichannel Journeys 
Omnichannel transactions offer incredible 
flexibility; so much so, that when we 
consider the different possible, start, end and 
intermediary points, hundreds of different 
journeys become possible.  

The following are the most common 
interaction points in a typical telco 
transaction: 

• Order Start:  Where the order/transaction 
first originates. 

• Completed Via:  Any intermediate steps 
that occur (applies to some transactions). 

• Order Fulfillment:  How the order gets to 
the customer. 

• Delivery/Collection:  Where the customer 
receives their order. 

The table to the right outlines the different 
interaction points that may be leveraged for 
omnichannel journeys. 

Possible Omnichannel Interaction Points

Step Interaction Points 

Order Start • Web 
• Call Centre 
• App 
• Store (With or Without Appointment) 
• Social Media 
• Kiosk 
• Field Agent

Completed Via  
(Some Journeys Only)

• Web 
• App 
• Call Centre Follow Up 
• Abandoned Cart Reminder

Order Fulfillment • Ship From Warehouse 
• Ship From Store 
• Customer Pickup 
• Drop Ship From Vendor

Delivery/Collection • Home 
• Work 
• Store (or 2nd Store) 
• Pickup Point
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Maplewave’s Omnichannel Maturity Model

Based on these touchpoints, and the possible interactions between them, we have identified 9 main omnichannel  
journey types, each with their own variations:   

1. Click & Collect: Customers initiate a purchase in a non-physical channel and collect the item in-store or have it 
delivered. There are 21 variations of this journey type. 

2. Endless Aisle:  Customers purchase items that are out of stock at the warehouse or not sold in store. There are 32 
variations of this journey type. 

3. Multi-Store:  Customers initiate purchases or reservations in one store and finalize the journey in another location. 
There are 8 variations of this journey type. 

4. Reserve Stock:  Customers can reserve items so they can view them in-store before purchasing. There are 8 
variations of this journey type. 

5. Try In-Store, Buy Online:  Customers interact with a product in-store, then complete their purchase online. There 
are 24 variations of this journey type. 

6. Self-Serve Kiosk:  Customers make purchases and receive items from a kiosk or arrange for products to be delivered 
a particular location. There are 7 variations of this journey type. 

7. Pre-Order:  Customers are able to pre-order an item that has not been released yet. There are 35 variations of this 
journey type. 

8. Lead Capture:  Customers do not purchase an item, and the telco’s outbound sales team follows up, or they receive 
abandoned cart reminders for online orders and finish their purchase later. There are 35 variations of this journey 
type. 

9. Field Sales:  Customers make purchases through a field sale agent, and the product is delivered a particular location. 
There are 6 variations of this journey type. 

When we consider the different start points, fulfillment methods and collection points, this results in 184 possible 
journeys. 

As more touchpoints become common in the telco environment, the number of journeys will only grow! These 184 
journeys aren’t meant to be prescriptive; they are meant to illustrate the dynamic possibilities of a truly flexible system. 
While every journey isn’t relevant to every market, there are still many core journeys that can drive performance for every 
telco.  
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Maplewave’s Omnichannel Maturity Model

Journey Complexity 
Some journeys are easier to implement than others. Our maturity model classifies every journey according to its level 
of complexity and scope of investment. This reveals which journeys are within immediate reach, and which require 
additional investments: 

• Foundational 

• Level 1 - Basic 

• Level 2 – Advanced 

• Level 3 - Complex

Foundational 
In order to offer any type of omnichannel experience, telcos must have the following foundational capabilities. Without 
them, even the most basic omnichannel experience is not possible. 

• 4PL Distribution:  Many omnichannel journeys require the shipping of products directly to the customer. To do so, 
telcos must have a logistics provider who is capable of Fourth Party Logistics distribution (4PL).  

• With a 4PL model, the telco outsources the organization and management of its logistics tasks to third parties. 
4PL service providers often check the entire supply chain. The organizational and executive activities are again 
often outsourced to other parties. 

• With this model, telcos are able to ship products directly to customers, also known as “Business to Consumer” 
(B2C) or Home Delivery (HD); this provides the most convenient consumer experience.  

• Inventory Management:  Omnichannel transactions require deep visibility into inventory levels and movements 
across every channel. To accomplish this, serialized inventory tracking is imperative; without it, the omnichannel 
experience is not possible.  

• E-Commerce Platform:  Several omnichannel journeys originate from online channels or direct sales platforms. 
Telcos need a solution that can manage these orders. Through integration, these platforms can be easily connected to 
other systems to facilitate these journeys from end-to-end. 
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Level 1 – Basic 
This is a very basic omnichannel experience. Focused on simple “click and collect” deliveries, basic pre-orders and lead 
captures, this is an entry-level omnichannel experience. 14 journeys are possible at this level.  

This level requires: 

• Digital Contracts:  Paper-based workflows are not feasible when transactions occur in digital channels. Telcos must 
have a digital contract solution that enables document signing from the web or an app.  

• ID Checking/Verification:  Many markets have regulations around the capture and verification of identification 
before products can be delivered. Telcos must have a solution or method for capturing these details, if required. 

• Order Management Workflows:  Telcos must have a system that has solid order management workflows. It should 
be able to handle orders originating from online, call centres, in-store pre-orders, and lead capture – then ship items 
direct to the consumer or for them to pick up in-store. 

Level 2 – Advanced 
This is a more sophisticated omnichannel experience that’s focused on advanced deliveries, drop-shipping, and 
appointments. 65 journeys are possible at this level.  

This level requires: 

• Appointment-Booking:  Telcos must give customers the ability to book appointments/reserve stock through digital 
channels, including the web and apps.   

• CPFR Replenishment:  Telcos must use a system that leverages the Collaborative Planning Forecasting and 
Replenishment approach to inventory management. Inventory is replenished based on actual sell-out data in each 
channel. This creates an enhanced customer experience and results in higher Net Promotor Scores (NPS) due to 
product availability. Telcos should seek out a system that analyzes sell-out data, inventory availability, and delivery 
frequency to auto-generate suggested replenishment orders.  

• Payments from Digital Channels:  To facilitate purchases from self-care apps, telcos must have the ability to collect 
and process payments through the app. 

• Transportation Partnerships:  For deliveries to the customer’s workplace, some markets require that items are 
delivered directly to the customer’s hands. This can be managed through transportation partner relationships, or 
integrations can manage the collection of signatures and ID verification. By and large, these are part of the 4PL 
partner solution, however the telco’s specific requirements must be baked into the solution, such as ID verification 
(market dependent), proof of residence, and other potential legal requirements related to SIM card deliveries (country 
dependent).   

Maplewave’s Omnichannel Maturity Model
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Level 3 – Complex 
This is the most advanced omnichannel experience. Focused on complex, multi-locational deliveries, this level of 
omnichannel capability means transactions can be fulfilled in any channel and delivered to any location. 105 journeys are 
possible at this level. 

This level requires: 

• Multiple Integrations with Warehouse and Courier:  To facilitate the shipping of products to parcel pickup points, 
integrations between the retail platform, WMS, and courier systems would be required so that pickup codes could 
be included on the receipt. If shipments will be sent from retail stores, specific workflows are required; integrations 
manage signature/ID requirements and the timing of SIM provisioning. 

• Ability to Pause Transactions:  Many journeys require that transactions can be initiated in one channel and 
finalized in another. To facilitate this, telcos need a system that can pause a transaction and pick it up elsewhere.  

• Self-Service Kiosks & Lockers:  This level also includes self-service kiosk and locker solutions. Telcos would require 
a physical kiosk/locker that’s integrated to the rest of their retail platform, WMS, and courier partners so deliveries 
can be processed.   

Important Information on Courier Partnerships 
Many journeys require the shipping of products.  

Typical delivery locations include the customer’s home, workplace, or a parcel pickup point.  

• For Home Deliveries:  The courier delivers to the customer’s home as normal. 

• For Work Deliveries:  Some markets require that items are delivered directly to the customer’s hands. Our platform 
can digitally collect the required contract signatures and ID verification steps at the point of delivery. Some couriers 
have their own system to do this, so once the regulations are understood, our flexible approach to integrations 
ensures the best possible experience for the customer. 

• For Parcel Pick Ups:  We can use integrations so that the SIM is only provisioned once pick up has been completed. 
Integrations between the retail platform, WMS, collection locker and courier systems are also required so that pickup 
codes could be included on the receipt. 

• Shipments From Stores:  Courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery from the retail stores. This 
is a very useful journey in large countries, or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be 
prohibitive. By using simple process workflows and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables 
an efficient use of inventory and makes it easy for products to be packed and shipped from different locations 
than where the order was originally placed. Integrations manage signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM 
provisioning. 

Maplewave’s Omnichannel Maturity Model
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Click & Collect 
Not every journey starts and ends in the same place. Click and collect journeys are about starting a purchase in a digital 
channel and receiving the items in a different channel. E-commerce journeys, curbside pickup, and delivery variations are 
all part of this wider journey type.  

There are 21 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 1:  The order is either initiated through the web, self-service app or by calling the call centre. The items are 

either shipped to the customer’s home or collected from the store. 

• Level 2:  The order is either initiated through the web, an app, or by calling the call centre. The items are either 
shipped to the customer’s home or workplace. App orders can also be picked up from a store. 

• Level 3:  The order is either initiated through the web, an app, or by calling the call centre. The items can be shipped 
to a parcel pickup point or shipped directly from a store instead of the warehouse for faster service.

Click & Collect Journeys

Level Order Start Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

1
Web Ship From Warehouse Home
Web Customer Pickup Store
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Home
Call Centre Customer Pickup Store

2

Web Ship From Warehouse Work
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Work
App Ship From Warehouse Home
App Customer Pickup Store
App Ship From Warehouse Work

3

Web Ship From Store Home
Web Ship From Store Work
Web Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Web Ship From Store Pickup Point
Call Centre Ship From Store Home
Call Centre Ship From Store Work
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Call Centre Ship From Store Pickup Point
App Ship From Store Home
App Ship From Store Work
App Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
App Ship From Store Pickup Point

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Maplewave’s platform 
enables 184 possible 
omnichannel journeys, from 
the simple to the complex.   
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Processing: 
• Web orders are processed using the e-commerce system and Maplewave’s platform. [Level 1, 2, 3] 

• Call centre orders are processed using an integration to Maplewave’s platform. [Level 1, 2, 3] 

• App orders are processed using the self-service app. [Level 2, 3] 

• For in-store collection, items are reserved then picked up by the customer. [Level 1, 2] 

Delivery: 
• For shipments, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of products. Integrations manage 

signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 1, 2, 3]  

• For markets with regulations around workplace deliveries, these are managed by courier relationships. [Level 2] 

• For shipments to pickup points, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of products. 
Integrations between the retail platform, WMS and courier systems would be required. [Level 3]  

• For shipments from retail stores, courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery. This is a very useful journey 
in large countries, or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be prohibitive. By using simple 
process workflows and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables an efficient use of inventory 
and makes it easy for products to be packed and shipped from different locations than where the order was originally 
placed. [Level 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships. 

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Endless Aisle 
Sometimes, the item that the customer is looking for isn’t available. Endless Aisle journeys allow customers to virtually 
browse and order a wide range of products that are either out of stock or not sold in-store.  

There are 32 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
Level 2:  The order is either initiated through the store (with or without an appointment), the web, an app, or by calling 
the call centre. The items can be shipped to the customer’s home or workplace from the telco’s warehouse or are drop 
shipped by the vendor. 

Level 3:  The order is either initiated through the store (with or without an appointment), the web, an app, or by calling 
the call centre. The items are shipped to the parcel pickup point from the telco’s warehouse or are drop shipped by the 
vendor. 
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Endless Aisle Omnichannel Journeys 

Processing: 
• Warehouse orders are processed using Maplewave’s platform. [Level 2, 3] 

• For vendor orders, Maplewave’s Platform captures the order and passes the details to the vendor. [Level 2, 3] 

Delivery: 
• For warehouse shipments, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of products. 

Integrations manage signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 2, 3] 

• For vendor orders, the vendor manages the drop shipping and fulfilment of the order. [Level 2, 3] 

• For shipments to parcel pickup points, integrations between the retail platform, WMS and courier systems would be 
required [Level 3].  

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Level Order Start Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

2

Store Drop Ship From Vendor Home
Store (by Appointment) Drop Ship From Vendor Home
Store Drop Ship From Vendor Store
Store (by Appointment) Drop Ship From Vendor Store
Store Drop Ship From Vendor Work
Store (by Appointment) Drop Ship From Vendor Work
Web Drop Ship From Vendor Home
Web Drop Ship From Vendor Store
Web Drop Ship From Vendor Work
Call Centre Drop Ship From Vendor Home
Call Centre Drop Ship From Vendor Store
Call Centre Drop Ship From Vendor Work
App Drop Ship From Vendor Home
App Drop Ship From Vendor Store
App Drop Ship From Vendor Work
Store Ship From Warehouse Home
Store (by Appointment) Ship From Warehouse Home
Store Ship From Warehouse Store
Store (by Appointment) Ship From Warehouse Store
Store Ship From Warehouse Work
Store (by Appointment) Ship From Warehouse Work
Web Ship From Warehouse Home
Web Ship From Warehouse Store
Web Ship From Warehouse Work
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Home
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Store
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Work
App Ship From Warehouse Home
App Ship From Warehouse Store
App Ship From Warehouse Work

3

Store Drop Ship From Vendor Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) Drop Ship From Vendor Pickup Point
Web Drop Ship From Vendor Pickup Point
Call Centre Drop Ship From Vendor Pickup Point
App Drop Ship From Vendor Pickup Point
Store Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Web Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
App Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
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Multi-Store 
Sometimes, a particular store doesn’t have the item a customer is looking for, but a nearby location does. For Multi-Store 
journeys, customers can initiate a purchase and reserve stock at another location to facilitate same-day pickup. It’s also 
possible to have stock shipped from that other store to a variety of locations if the customer doesn’t want to pick it up.   

There are 8 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 2:  The order is either placed in the store and collected from another store, or the item is reserved in a different 

store during an in-store appointment.  

• Level 3:  The order is placed in the store (via walk-in or appointment) and is delivered from another store to the 
customer’s home, workplace or parcel pickup point.  

Multi-Store Omnichannel Journeys 

Processing: 
• Maplewave’s Platform unites all retail locations. It’s possible to view inventory levels across all locations, making it 

easy to prepare orders for collection from other stores. Payments are completed in store A, and stock is reserved from 
store B. [Level 2] 

• The order is placed in the store (via walk-in or appointment) and is delivered from another store to the customer’s 
home, workplace or parcel pickup point. [Level 3] 

Delivery: 
• The customer collects the items from Store B and finalizes any remaining aspects of the sale. [Level 2] 

• Courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery from the second store. This is a very useful journey in large 
countries, or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be prohibitive. By using simple process 
workflows and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables an efficient use of inventory and 
makes it easy for products to be packed and shipped from different locations than where the order was originally 
placed. Integrations manage signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Level Order Start Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

2
Store Customer Pickup Store B
Store (by Appointment) Customer Pickup Store B

3

Store Ship From other Store Home
Store (by Appointment) Ship From other Store Home
Store Ship From other Store Work
Store (by Appointment) Ship From other Store Work
Store Ship From other Store Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) Ship From other Store Pickup Point
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Reserve Stock 
Many customers now do their product research online, but still like to view the item in-person before they purchase. 
The Reserve Stock journey allows customers to use a digital channel to reserve items, then view them in-store. This 
guarantees stock is available for their visit, and enables a faster purchasing process.  

There are 8 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 2:  The stock reservation is made from a call centre, through the web, or through an app.  

• Level 3:  The customer sees an offer on social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) for a particular product. They select the 
offer and reserve a product in-store. They then visit the store to view/purchase the item.    

Appointment / Reserve Stock Omnichannel Journeys

Processing: 
• Maplewave’s Platform facilitates reservations via integration. Appointments can be created using a self-service app, 

website, or manually by the call centre agent. The product is then reserved through the typical order management 
process, which keeps the item out of sellable inventory until the customer can view it in-store. If the customer 
decides to purchase the item, the sale can be finalized as normal. [Level 2] 

• Social reservations require an integration between the social channel, our client’s CRM, and the Maplewave Platform. 
When the offer is selected, the Platform registers a new order using our order management module; this sale remains 
“paused” until the customer visits the store, where it can be completed, or abandoned. It could also be pushed to a 
self-care application where it can appear as the start of the ‘cart’, enabling the customer to complete the transaction 
remotely and have it fulfilled. Appointment booking can also be facilitated through the app. [Level 3] 

Delivery: 
• The customer collects the items from the store and finalizes any remaining aspects of the sale. [Level 2, 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Level Order Start Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

2

Call Centre  Customer Pickup Store
Call Centre Customer Pickup Store (by Appointment)
Web Customer Pickup Store
Web Customer Pickup Store (by Appointment)
App Customer Pickup Store
App Customer Pickup Store (by Appointment)

3 Social Media Customer Pickup Store
Social Media Customer Pickup Store (by Appointment)
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Try In-Store, Buy Online 
This journey type works the opposite way of the Reserve Stock journey but solves the same problem. In this case, 
customers interact with a product in-store first, then complete their purchase online. This journey appeals to customers 
who prefer to shop online, but still like to see the physical item in store. Using integrations, the order can be started in-
store, completed digitally, then shipped to a location of their choosing. 

There are 24 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 3:  The customer goes into the store (with or without an appointment) to see, touch, and feel the product, then 

goes home and orders it online. The items are shipped to the customer’s home, work or a parcel pickup point. 

Try In-Store, Buy Online Omnichannel Journeys 

Processing: 
• Web orders are processed using the e-commerce system and Maplewave’s platform. [Level 3] 

• App orders are processed using the self-service app. [Level 3] 

Delivery: 
• Depending on the specific requirements, we integrate our platform to the systems that are required to bring these 

journeys to life. [Level 3] 

• Courier integrations manage signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 3] 

• For shipments from retail stores, courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery. This is a very useful journey 
in large countries, or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be prohibitive. By using simple 
process workflows and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables an efficient use of inventory 
and makes it easy for products to be packed and shipped from different locations than where the order was originally 
placed. [Level 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Level Order Start Completed Via Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

3

Store  Web Ship From Warehouse Home
Store (by Appointment) Web Ship From Warehouse Home
Store Web Ship From Store Home
Store (by Appointment) Web Ship From Store Home
Store Web Ship From Warehouse Work
Store (by Appointment) Web Ship From Warehouse Work
Store Web Ship From Store Work
Store (by Appointment) Web Ship From Store Work
Store Web Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) Web Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store Web Ship From Store Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) Web Ship From Store Pickup Point
Store App Ship From Warehouse Home
Store (by Appointment) App Ship From Warehouse Home
Store App Ship From Store Home
Store (by Appointment) App Ship From Store Home
Store App Ship From Warehouse Work
Store (by Appointment) App Ship From Warehouse Work
Store App Ship From Store Work
Store (by Appointment) App Ship From Store Work
Store App Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) App Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point 
Store App Ship From Store Pickup Point 
Store (by Appointment) App Ship From Store Pickup Point 
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Self-Serve Kiosk 
Self-service kiosks are a great way for telcos to divert store traffic and expand their footprint into new areas at a low 
cost. Several different journeys are possible, depending on the hardware capabilities. For example, customers can make 
purchases and receive items from a kiosk vending unit, or use them to place an order that will be delivered a particular 
location. 

There are 7 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 3:  The customer places an order at a kiosk. For vending-enabled kiosks where the item(s) are in stock, the 

customer collects the items from the kiosks. If the kiosk doesn’t have vending capabilities, or if items are out of stock, 
the customer can use the kiosk to place an order, and the items are shipped to their home, workplace, or a parcel 
pickup point. 

Kiosk Omnichannel Journeys

Processing: 
• In-stock items would be dispensed. For orders, much like purchases from a store, the kiosk transaction would be 

processed, and inventory would be reserved. [Level 3] 

Delivery: 
• Courier partnerships would ensure the item is delivered to the customer. [Level 3] 

• Integrations manage signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 3] 

• For shipments from retail stores, courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery. This is a very useful journey 
in large countries, or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be prohibitive. By using simple 
process workflows and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables an efficient use of inventory 
and makes it easy for products to be packed and shipped from different locations than where the order was originally 
placed. [Level 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Level Order Start Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

3

Kiosk  Customer Pickup Kiosk
Kiosk Ship From Warehouse Home
Kiosk Ship From Store Home
Kiosk Ship From Warehouse Work
Kiosk Ship From Store Work
Kiosk Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Kiosk Ship From Store Pickup Point
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Pre-Order 
With the constant releases of new devices, pre-orders are common in the telecom industry. With a pre-order, customers 
can order an item that hasn’t been released yet. When it arrives, it can be picked up or shipped to a preferred location.   

There are 35 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 1:  The pre-order is initiated in-store, via the web, or through a call centre. The items are either shipped to the 

customer’s home from the warehouse or collected from the store. 

• Level 2:  The pre-order is initiated in-store (with or without an appointment), or via the web, self-service app, or 
through a call centre. The items are shipped to the customer’s home, workplace or are collected in-store. 

• Level 3:  The pre-order is initiated in-store (with or without an appointment), or via the web, self-service app, or 
through a call centre. The items are shipped to the customer’s home, workplace, or a parcel pickup point.  

Pre-Order Omnichannel Journeys

Processing: 

• Pre-orders would be placed in the system using the SKU. Stock is reserved as it’s received and prepped for fulfillment. 
[Level 1, 2]

• Workflows can be built to notify customers of the arrival of the stock. [Level 1, 2] 

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Level Order Start Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

1

Store Customer Pickup Store
Store Ship From Warehouse Home
Web Customer Pickup Store
Web Ship From Warehouse Home
Call Centre Customer Pickup Store
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Home

2

Store (By Appointment) Customer Pickup Store
Store (By Appointment) Ship From Warehouse Home
Store Ship From Warehouse Work
Store (By Appointment) Ship From Warehouse Work
Web Ship From Warehouse Work
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Work
App Customer Pickup Store
App Ship From Warehouse Home
App Ship From Warehouse Work

3

Store Ship From Store Home
Store (By Appointment) Ship From Store Home
Store Ship From Store Work
Store (By Appointment) Ship From Store Work
Store Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store (By Appointment) Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store Ship From Store Pickup Point
Store (By Appointment) Ship From Store Pickup Point
Web Ship From Store Home
Web Ship From Store Work
Web Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Web Ship From Store Pickup Point
Call Centre Ship From Store Home
Call Centre Ship From Store Work
Call Centre Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Call Centre Ship From Store Pickup Point
App Ship From Store Home
App Ship From Store Work
App Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
App Ship From Store Pickup Point
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• Preferred fulfillment method can be selected: home delivery [Level 1, 2], store pickup [Level 1, 2], workplace delivery 
[Level 3] and parcel pickup point [Level 3]. 

Delivery: 
• The customer can pick up the items in-store or have them delivered to their home. For shipments, we integrate to our 

courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of products. [Level 1]

• Integrations manage signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 1, 2] 

• For shipments, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of products. [Level 2, 3] 

• For markets with regulations around workplace deliveries, these are managed by courier relationships. [Level 2] 

• For shipments to parcel pickup points, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of 
products. Integrations between the retail platform, WMS and courier systems would be required. [Level 3]  

• For shipments from retail stores, courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery. This is a very useful journey 
in large countries, or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be prohibitive. By using simple 
process workflows and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables an efficient use of inventory 
and makes it easy for products to be packed and shipped from different locations than where the order was originally 
placed. [Level 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Lead Capture 
Often, customers initiate a purchase, but then decide not to go through with it. 
This can happen during a store visit, through an e-commerce site or app, or even 
during a phone call. Since telcos know the customer and what they’re interested in, 
there is an opportunity to follow up and see if they’d like to finish their purchase at 
a later time. This can be accomplished by calls from an outbound sales team or via 
abandoned cart reminders. 

There are 35 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 1:  The customer visits a store or calls a call centre. The sales associate 

digitally captures their contact details. The customer decides not to purchase 
at this time. The customer’s details are passed along to the outbound sales 
team who follow up with the customer and ship the items to their home, or to 
a store for pickup. 

• Level 2:  The customer visits a store (with or without an appointment), calls 
a call centre, or adds an item to their cart from their self-care app or through 
the carrier’s website. Their contact details are either captured by the sales 
associate, or via the app or website. The customer decides not to purchase at 
this time and leaves the store, hangs up, or abandons their virtual cart. The 
customer’s details are passed along to the outbound sales team for follow up, 
or abandoned cart reminders are sent for digital interactions. If the customer 
decides to purchase, their items can be picked up from a store or shipped to 
their home or workplace.  

• Level 3:  The customer visits a store (with or without an appointment), calls 
a call centre, or adds an item to their cart from their self-care app or through 
the carrier’s website. Their contact details are either captured by the sales 
associate, or via the app or website. The customer decides not to purchase at 
this time and leaves the store, hangs up, or abandons their virtual cart. The 
customer’s details are passed along to the outbound sales team for follow up, 
or abandoned cart reminders are sent for digital interactions. If the customer 
decides to purchase, their items can be shipped to their home, workplace 
or parcel pickup point. Shipments may be sent from the warehouse or from 
another store. 
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Lead Capture Omnichannel Journeys

Processing: 
• Maplewave’s Platform enables customer contact information to be labeled as a “lead”. Using integrations, this 

information is made available to relevant teams for follow up. Using our platform, these teams will be able to build 
and finalize a sale, and then have the items shipped to the customer. [Level 1, 2, 3] 

• Maplewave’s platform can also integrate with abandoned cart processes to ensure these reminders are sent as needed. 
[Level 2, 3] 

Delivery: 
• The customer can pick up the items in-store or have them delivered to their home. [Level 1] 

• For shipments, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of products. Integrations manage 
signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 1, 2, 3] 

• For markets with regulations around workplace deliveries, these are managed by courier relationships [Level 2]   

• For shipments to parcel pickup points, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of 
products. Integrations between the retail platform, WMS and courier systems would be required. [Level 3] 

• Courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery from the second store. This is a very useful journey in large 
countries, or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be prohibitive. By using simple process 
workflows and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables an efficient use of inventory and 
makes it easy for products to be packed and shipped from different locations than where the order was originally 
placed. [Level 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Level Order Start Completed Via Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

1
Store  Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Home
Store Call Centre Follow Up Customer Pickup Store
Call Centre  Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Home
Call Centre Call Centre Follow Up Customer Pickup Store

2

Store (by Appointment) Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Home
Store (by Appointment) Call Centre Follow Up Customer Pickup Store
Store Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Work
Store (by Appointment) Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Work
Web - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Warehouse Home
Web - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Customer Pickup Store
Web - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Warehouse Work
App - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Warehouse Home
App - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Customer Pickup Store
App - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Warehouse Work
Call Centre Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Work

3

Store Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Home
Store (by Appointment) Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Home
Store Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Work
Store (by Appointment) Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Work
Store Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Store Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Pickup Point
Store (by Appointment) Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Pickup Point
Web - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Store Home
Web - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Store Work
Web - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Web - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Store Pickup Point
App - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Store Home
App - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Store Work
App - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
App - Add to Cart Abandoned Cart Reminder Ship From Store Pickup Point
Call Centre Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Home
Call Centre Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Work
Call Centre Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Call Centre Call Centre Follow Up Ship From Store Pickup Point

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 
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Field Sales 
Field sales are common in many markets. Field agents travel to different locations, or canvas from door to door. For 
practical reasons, these agents typically don’t carry any inventory. This journey type allows agents to digitally process 
orders and arrange for delivery to a preferred location.  

There are 6 journeys that fall within this category. 

Journey Descriptions: 
• Level 2:  The customer purchases the item from a field sales agent; the item is then shipped from the warehouse to 

the customer’s home or workplace. 

• Level 3:  The customer purchases the item from a field sales agent; the item is then shipped from the warehouse or 
another store to the customer’s home, workplace, or parcel pickup point. 

Field Sales Omnichannel Journeys

Processing: 
• Much like purchases from a store, the field transaction would be processed, and inventory would be reserved and 

prepared for shipment. [Level 2, 3] 

Delivery: 
• For shipments, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of products. [Level 2, 3] 

• Integrations manage signature/ID requirements and timing of SIM provisioning. [Level 2, 3] 

• For markets with regulations around workplace deliveries, these are managed by courier relationships [Level 2].  

• For shipments to parcel pickup points, we integrate to our courier partners, who then facilitate the delivery of 
products. Integrations between the retail platform, WMS and courier systems would be required. [Level 3] 

• Courier partnerships/integrations facilitate the delivery from a store. This is a very useful journey in large countries, 
or where the cost of shipping from a single master warehouse can be prohibitive. By using simple process workflows 
and careful inventory management, the Maplewave Platform enables an efficient use of inventory and makes it easy 
for products to be packed and shipped from different locations than where the order was originally placed. [Level 3] 

See Important Information on Courier Partnerships.  

Maplewave’s 184 Omnichannel Journeys 

Level Order Start Order Fulfillment Delivery/Collection

2 Field Order  Ship From Warehouse Home
Field Order Ship From Warehouse Work

3
Field Order Ship From Store Home
Field Order Ship From Store Work
Field Order Ship From Warehouse Pickup Point
Field Order Ship From Store Pickup Point 
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If you’re ready to start your omnichannel transformation, Maplewave is here to help. We have the 
expertise and solutions you need to quickly transition to a single-front-end platform.  

Every telco’s pain points are different, which is why “one-size-fits-all” solutions miss the mark. Our highly 
configurable platform and consulting services work together to create a personalized solution that can be 
deployed quickly for immediate results.   

Our Platform  
Disconnected systems harm your experience and performance. Our platform integrates every channel, 
touchpoint, and third-party system into a single interface that enables a customer-directed omnichannel 
experience. Our range of physical and digital solutions work together to transform your operations.  

• Point of Sale:  Finalize complex transactions quickly and easily without swiveling to different 
systems or re-entering information. 

• Paperless Transactions:  Digitally manage your contract signing, document storage/retrieval, and 
Walk Out Working processes – saving up to 85% of your paper costs. 

• Greeting & Queuing:  Digitally queue customers to eliminate lineups and bottlenecks while 
providing a personal experience. 

• Sales Assist:  Build orders from anywhere on the sales floor, giving customers a personal, line-free 
experience. 

• Self-Service App:  Let customers manage their services without an in-store visit – from any 
location, at any time. 

• Kiosks, Vending & Lockers:  Let customers process transactions on their own, freeing staff to 
focus on higher-value activities. 

• Inventory Management:  Synchronize inventory replenishment and visibility across all channels, 
guaranteeing customers always leave with product in-hand.   

• Warehouse Management System:  Manage warehouse environments from receiving through 
reverse logistics, giving complete visibility throughout the full product lifecycle. 

• Electronic Distribution System:  Manage route optimization and distribution to dealer and third-
party channels for unmatched transparency and compliance. 

• BI & Reporting:  View real-time activity across all channels and regions in one place, making it easy 
to analyze performance, opportunities, and risks. 

Maplewave’s platform 
and consulting services 
can help telcos thrive 
now and in the future.   

How Maplewave Can Help 
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Consulting Services 
The right solutions are important, but execution is everything. Our telco consultants use their global experience to identify 
quick wins and develop long-term strategies. From channel strategy to complete retail assessments, we can help you overcome 
any pain point and prepare for what comes next. 

• Strategy & Planning:  We can determine which channels make sense for your market and create a channel strategy that 
drives maximum ROI from each.  

• Purchasing Experience:  We can help craft a memorable, efficient customer experience through careful design and 
planning. We can help optimize your store design, retail marketing, store operations, and customer experience. 

• Operations:  We can ensure your operations and staff are running at peak performance, guaranteeing maximum 
profitability. We can elevate your staffing, training and communications, dealer and employee commissions, compliance and 
risk, supply chain and logistics, and IT architecture. 

• Solution Optimization:  We can help ensure your systems support your customer journeys and enable seamless 
experiences across every channel. We can help you drive the maximum ROI from your platform implementation, as well as 
provide managed services for ongoing support. 

Why Maplewave 
Maplewave offers an experience you just can’t get with other providers:  

• Thought Leadership:  With clients in 30+ countries, we use our global expertise to help our clients overcome any 
challenge.   

• Partnership Approach:  We strive to be a true partner and work collaboratively to find the best solution for our clients. 

• Flexible Solutions:  We develop made-for-telco solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate any situation or need. 

• Transact Anywhere Experience:  We enable end-to-end transactions in all channels - from the warehouse to the 
customer – and beyond.  

How Maplewave Can Help 
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Maplewave is the premier provider of digital solutions and consulting services for the 
telecommunications industry.  

Our goal is to facilitate end-to-end telco transactions in every channel, an approach we call Transact 
Anywhere. Our solutions connect all channels for a seamless experience - from the warehouse, to the 
customer, and beyond. 

Over the past 30 years, we have transformed our clients into market leaders by providing unparalleled 
insights into every aspect of their retail operations.  

We help our clients execute their channel strategy and deliver an enhanced customer experience 
through our telco-focused platform and global expertise.  

Maplewave has global offices in Canada, South Africa, and the UK. 

www.maplewave.com

About Maplewave

http://www.maplewave.com

